2013 Campaign Has Global Reach

United Nations establishes 2 November as International Day to End Impunity for Crimes Against Journalists

The World Took Notice:
Campaign was covered by over 140 media outlets in more than 95 countries in a dozen languages

"Impunity Not Guaranteed"

"IFEX’s Campaign Against Impunity Highlights Threats and Violence in Ecuador, Brazil, Colombia and Mexico"

Social-media buzz has an estimated reach of over 8 million people

DaytoEndImpunity.org featured:

- 23 Actions in 23 Days
- Infographics
- Petitions
- Quiz
- Videos
- Interviews
- Impunity Case Profiles

The Majority of Crimes Against Free Expression Remain Unpunished.

IFEX and its supporters will continue working to end impunity.
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